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Abstract

Block copolymer self-assembly is a widely used technique for obtaining many interesting nanostructures. Development of efficient and rapid processes for driving block copolymer self-assembly has remained a challenge. Microwave heating has attracted much attention in bioenergy production and food industry due to the advantages associated with dielectric heating effects. We report here a simple method (like microwave cooking) of microwave-heating-induced microphase separation of a carbohydrate-based block copolymer, maltoheptaose-block-
polystyrene (MH-b-PS). Highly ordered and perpendicularly orientated MH cylinders 7 nm in diameter were formed in the PS matrix on a bare silicon wafer after annealed at 333 K for one second. The whole process is performed at a relatively low temperature under one atmosphere, and no solvent is needed during the process. The mechanism of this method is investigated by using grazing-incidence small angle X-ray scatting technique to make a detailed comparison with conventional thermal annealing process. The MH-b-PS cannot achieve self-assembly by conventional thermal annealing. In contrast, microwave energy can transfer directly to the polar MH blocks in the MH-b-PS thin films, which helps to make MH-b-PS self-assemble quickly. This study circumvents a major barrier to using carbohydrate-based block copolymer materials.

1. Introduction

Block copolymer (BCP) materials have attracted a lot of research interest since they can self-assemble into many useful nanostructures like hexagonal cylinders, cubic spheres, alternating lamellae, and bicontinuous gyroids. These nanostructures have exhibited a wide variety of applications in nanolithography, electronic and energy devices, nanoscale templating and patterning, which have led to important developments in the semiconductor and many other industries. To fully realize the enormous potential of BCP materials in these applications, however, many problems need to be addressed.

A main challenge is that the size of self-assembled BCP features is required to be extremely small in many applications. Developing BCPs with high Flory-Huggins interaction parameters (χ) and low degrees of polymerization (N) is a strategy used by many people for obtaining a small feature size in BCP self-assembly. Carbohydrates have high incompatibility with synthetic polymers, so a BCP will have a high χ parameter if it is comprised of carbohydrates and synthetic polymers. Many carbohydrates-based BCPs have been synthesized
successfully via click chemistry in our group \(^4, 11, 15, 16\). By decreasing the degree of polymerization, the feature diameters of carbohydrate-based BCPs can go down to sub-10 nm.\(^4\). Maltoheptaose-block-polystyrene (MH-b-PS) is one of the carbohydrates-based BCPs which are capable of forming sub-10 nm scale cylindrical morphologies after solvent vapor annealing (SVA).\(^16\) A chemical structure of the MH-b-PS is shown in Figure 1. MH-b-PS can be synthesized through copper-catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddition of propargyl-functionalized maltoheptaose with azido end-functionalized polystyrene in dimethylformamide\(^11, 15, 16\). It has been demonstrated that MH-b-PS can be applied to non-volatile transistor devices,\(^7\) directed self-assembly and nanolithography.\(^17\) Although these carbohydrates-based BCP materials are promising for many applications \(^7, 16\), it is difficult for them, e.g. MH-b-PS, to self-assemble with thermal annealing (TA) which is the method preferred by industry. And their SVA process takes a long time (about 24 h for MH-b-PS)\(^16\). Developing versatile annealing methods for achieving a fast self-assembly process with long-range ordering currently is an outstanding challenge for many BCP materials.\(^18\) As a consequence there is much research in this area.

**Figure 1.** Chemical structure of the MH-b-PS used in this study.

Many rapid ordering techniques, e.g. laser zone annealing,\(^19\) laser-spike,\(^20\) rapid thermal treatment,\(^21\) microwave annealing,\(^22-28\) etc., have been developed to replace conventional TA and SVA methods. Majewski et al. designed a laser heating method by putting a light-absorbing layer of germanium beneath poly(styrene)-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PMMA) thin films.\(^{19}\)
Highly localized laser heating produced photo thermal gradients which induced a thermophoretic force on morphological defects, and thus increased local ordering kinetics by at least 3 orders of magnitude compared to conventional oven annealing. Perego et al. used a so-called rapid thermal processing (RTP) technique to take advantage of the amount of solvent naturally trapped within the film during the spinning process and so obtained highly ordered lamellar grains of PS-b-PMMA in a few seconds. Buriak et al. used microwaves to heat the sample and annealing solvent simultaneously and obtained horizontally orientated cylinder-forming PS-b-PMMA and poly(styrene)-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PS-b-P2VP) patterns in few minutes. Morris’s group reported a microwave assisted annealing method for obtaining self-assembled PS-b-PMMA and polystyrene-b-polydimethylsiloxane (PS-b-PDMS) thin films in short times. They suggested that the polar molecules (polymethylmethacrylate and polydimethylsiloxane) could interact with the oscillating field resulting in dipole rotation which drives microphase separation of the PS-b-PMMA and the PS-b-PDMS. However, Buriak et al. later determined that it is not the polar molecules but the microwave absorber which plays a dominate role in the fast self-assembly with the microwave annealing process. They also demonstrated that the annealing time can be reduced to 1 minute by placing a piece of high resistivity silicon wafer (a microwave absorber) in contact with the sample. Jonathan’s group also reported that the block copolymer polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-block-polystyrene is a poor microwave absorber, resulting in no change in the block copolymer morphology upon application of microwave energy. Our group has reported a fast ordering method termed high temperature solvent vapor annealing (HTSVA). The HTSVA provided an ideal binary solvent vapor environment at a high temperature using microwave energy that achieved self-assembly of the MH-b-PS in one second. In summary, researchers have tried to find an effective way to heat the medium (e.g. a rapid
thermal processing system, a germanium layer, high resistivity silicon wafers or a high temperature solvent vapor environment) contacted with the target BCP materials. In these ways, energy could transfer easily to the target BCP materials through the medium and thus the BCP self-assembly process could finish in a short time.

The concept “microwave annealing” is found in many publications, but in these publications the microwave energy is used in different ways. There is no clear definition of “microwave annealing” until now. Here we would like to clarify the microwave approach used in this manuscript. It does not use a combination of solvent and heat like most publications, but use heat only. The microwave energy was utilized to heat the carbohydrate block maltoheptaose, residual moisture and the doped silicon substrates. While in our prior work\textsuperscript{25}, a combination of solvent and heat was used for annealing. The microwave energy in our prior work\textsuperscript{25} was used to heat the annealing solvent only. Here we would like to probe how to transfer microwave energy directly and efficiently to carbohydrate-based BCP materials and make them self-assemble rapidly. We expect microwave heating can be used for heating carbohydrate-based BCP materials, because it is widely used in carbohydrate chemistry\textsuperscript{29}, food preparation\textsuperscript{30}, bioenergy\textsuperscript{31}, organic synthesis\textsuperscript{32} and so on. This unique heating mechanism provides many advantages, including a higher energy transfer efficiency, a shorter heating time to a set temperature, etc. that could benefit tremendously the self-assembly of carbohydrate-based BCP materials. Microwave heating is the reverse of conventional heating. Conventional heating (e.g. oven heating) transfers heat from an external heat source first to the surface of a material and then to the cooler interior regions by thermal conduction. Microwave heating, however, is a form of energy conversion rather than a form of heating, because electromagnetic energy is converted into heat directly in microwave heating\textsuperscript{33}. In addition, the effect of microwave heating is almost instantaneous, which is different
from conventional heating methods. This characteristic is of great interest for many practical applications since no time is spent waiting for the source to heat up or cool down\textsuperscript{32}. Microwave heating displays a penetration depth (with penetration depth depending on dielectric constant and wavelength). Most likely this penetration depth is in the mm or higher range, so much thicker than the film thickness. What is more, microwave heating enables better control of the heating process itself and eliminates the risk of the sample surface overheating and possibly degrading (whilst the inner part has not yet been heated). This could be quite useful in improving the degree and range of ordering of whole BCP thin films.

2. Results and Discussion

In this study, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) techniques have been used for investigating the microphase separation of
MH-b-PS thin films in the real and reciprocal space.

**Figure 2.** Atomic force microscopy phase images of the MH-b-PS thin films (a) before and (b-f) after microwave heating. The set temperature and corresponding duration time at the set temperature are indicated on the images. The scale bars in the phase images represent 50 nm. The insets are 2D Fourier transfer images.

**Figure 3.** Grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) results of the MH-b-PS thin films on silicon wafers after microwave heating under different temperatures and times. (a-f) Corresponding GISAXS patterns of the MH-b-PS thin films shown in Figure 2. (g) Scans of the GISAXS patterns along the $q_y$ direction.

Figure 2 shows AFM phase images of MH-b-PS thin films under different microwave heating conditions, and Figure 3 presents corresponding GISAXS patterns and scans of the GISAXS patterns in the $q_y$ direction. The AFM phase image of the as cast MH-b-PS sample in Figure 2a exhibits disordered spherical morphology. Its GISAXS profile in Figure 3a shows two symmetrical Bragg rods at around -0.7 and 0.7 nm$^{-1}$ linked by a so-called Debye-Scherrer ring, indicating that disordered spheres were formed in the as cast MH-b-PS thin film. This is
consistent with what is observed in its AFM phase image. After microwave heating at 328 K for 1 s, the AFM phase image (Figure 2b) of the MH-b-PS thin film does not show sensitive changes in terms of degree of ordering. Its GISAXS pattern in Figure 3b is also similar to that of as cast sample in Figure 3a, except an increase in the intensity of the Bragg rods. This suggest that disordered spherical MH-b-PS nanostructures do not self-assemble into periodic nanostructure under this condition. When the set temperature is increased to 333 K, the GISAXS pattern changes dramatically. As shown in Figure 3c, the Debye-Scherrer rings observed in Figure 3a and 3b disappear and four symmetrical Bragg rods appear along the Yoneda band. The positions of the Bragg rods are at ±0.61 and ±1.06 nm⁻¹, which are consistent with characteristic pattern of a hexagonally packed array of cylinders normal to the surface. The AFM phase image in Figure 2c confirms the cylindrical morphology with a feature size about 8 nm. The domain spacing is around 10.3 nm, which is calculated from q* = 0.61 nm⁻¹ by Bragg’s equation. The two main Bragg rods at ±0.61 nm⁻¹ in Figure 3c can be assigned to the (10) reflection of the 2D hexagonal lattice formed by the MH cylinders. The other two rods at ±1.06 nm⁻¹ are just located at the scattering vectors of √3q₁₀ and are thus assigned to (11) reflections. Intensity profiles along the q_y direction are shown in Figure 3g. A center-to-center distance of 11.8 nm can be calculated from the scattering vector of q₁₀. The intensity of both (10) and (11) rods are increased when extending the microwave heating time from 1 s to 20 s at 333 K, see Figure 3d. The corresponding AFM phase image (Figure 2d) also exhibits an improvement in the degree of ordering. The trend towards a higher degree of ordering, however, changes when extending the microwave heating time at 333 K. The AFM phase image of the MH-b-PS thin film in Figure 2e seems to some extent degrade after 40 s microwave irradiation. The intensity of diffractions in its GISAXS pattern in Figure 3e decreases as compared to Figure 3d. It is worth noting that the
phase transition from spherical domains (as cast) to perpendicularly oriented cylindrical domains
was fast. As the set temperature is increased to 338 K, the GISAXS pattern in Figure 3f does not
show sensitive changes as compared to Figure 3c at 333 K, except that the (11) reflections
become rather weak. This could be explained by the existence of a minimum in the form factor at
the corresponding scattering vector. When the set temperature goes up to 343 K, we found a
smell of burnt sugar during the experiment. It is believed that the MH segment of the MH-b-PS
caramelized under this condition. The working window for microwave irradiation induced self-
assembly of the MH-b-PS is at around 333 K for a few seconds. This may due to a high efficient heating for the small volume of the MH-b-PS in the thin films, and probably could be solved by reducing the frequency of the microwaves. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the first order peak of as cast sample is 0.15 nm\(^{-1}\). After microwave heating at 328 K for 1 s, the FWHM increases to about 0.27 nm\(^{-1}\), which implies the grain size of disordered nanostructures decreases under this condition. When the set temperature increases to 333 K and keep annealing for 1 s, the FWHM decrease to 0.04 nm\(^{-1}\). It means cylindrical structures with a correlation length of 25 nm are formed in the MH-b-PS thin film. The FWHW at 333 K increases to about 0.06 nm\(^{-1}\) when the annealing time is extended to 20 s and even 40 s, which means that the correlation length decreases at the beginning and then keep constant during microwave heating. When the set temperature goes up to 338 K, the FWHM is still 0.06 nm\(^{-1}\). This suggests the correlation length dose not increase once the cylindrical structures are self-assembled in the thin films during microwave heating.
Figure 4. (a) Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) result of the MH-b-PS and (b) thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the MH-b-PS and the MH.
Here the set temperature of microwave heating is around 333 K, which is lower than the glass transition temperature of the MH-b-PS ($T_g = 365$ K, see Figure 4a). It implies that the mechanism of microwave heating induced self-assembly of the MH-b-PS is different from that of conventional heating induced self-assembly. Although the silicon wafer substrates used in this study have a relatively small size and low sheet resistance, they could also be heated by the microwaves and contribute to the self-assembly of the MH-b-PS through thermal annealing. Morris’s group performed a study on the actual temperature of silicon substrates in a microwave heating system by attaching an independent thermometer to the silicon substrate. They found the actual temperature of the silicon substrate did not exceed the set temperature and is even lower than the set temperature. This means the infrared sensor in the microwave heating system can provide a correct temperature measurement during microwave heating. In order to understand microwave heating induced self-assembly of MH-b-PS, we compare it with conventional heating by performing an in situ GISAXS measurement of MH-b-PS thin films on silicon wafers from 323 K to 473 K.
**Figure 5.** In situ GISAXS measurements of MH-b-PS thin films on silicon wafers using conventional heating at different temperatures. The annealing time is 3 min for all set temperatures. (a) Scans of the GISAXS patterns along the $q_y$ direction from 323 K to 473 K. A vertical dash at 0.72 nm$^{-1}$ is drawn for comparing the peak position. Representative GISAXS patterns are collected at (b) 323 K, (c) 403 K, (d) 433 K and (e) 473 K.

Figure 5 shows $q_y$ scans of the GISAXS patterns from 323 K to 473 K and 4 representative GISAXS patterns at 323, 403, 433 and 473 K, respectively. As presented in Figure 5a, all the GISAXS patterns exhibit only one pair of Bragg rods at around $q_y$=-0.72 and 0.72 nm$^{-1}$ during the whole heating process. Neither the position nor the shape of the Bragg rods change from 323 K to 373 K, which suggests MH-b-PS chains do not get enough mobility necessary to form any nanostructure in this temperature range. This can also be explained by the $T_g$ of MH-b-PS which is around 365 K (see Figure 4a). After the heating temperature rises to 373 K, we find some effect of temperature on the GISAXS patterns. The position of the Bragg rods shifts towards $q_y$=-0.80 and 0.80 nm$^{-1}$ from 383 K to 403 K, which indicates the domain space of MH-b-PS nanostructure decreases and the MH-b-PS thin film has a trend towards self-assembly. However, no higher order Bragg rods occur and the Bragg rods become broader. That means the MH-b-PS thin films do not achieve self-assembly between 383 K and 403 K. As the temperature continues to increase, the position of the Bragg rods firstly goes back to $q_y$=-0.72 and 0.72 nm$^{-1}$ at 433 K and then shifts to $q_y$=-0.66 and 0.66 nm$^{-1}$ at 473 K. The GISAXS patterns at 403, 433 and 473 K (see Figure 5b, c, d, e) are quite similar to the one at 323 K in terms of density distribution. All of this evidence suggests that the MH-b-PS thin film does not self-assemble in this heating process even when the temperature is increased to 473 K. We thus conclude that it is quite difficult to make MH-b-PS self-assemble by conventional heating. In comparison, MH-b-PS thin
films can self-assemble at 333 K into well-ordered cylindrical structures under microwave irradiation as shown before. This indicates that the main mechanism of microwave heating induced ultra-fast self-assembly of MH-b-PS is possibly not due to the heating of the silicon substrate.

**Figure 6.** GISAXS patterns of MH-b-PS thin films on fused silica substrates (a) before and after microwave heating at (b) 328 K for 1 s, (c) 333 K for 1 s, (d) 333 K for 20 s, (e) 333 K for 40 s, (f) 338 K for 1 s. (g) Scans of the GISAXS patterns along the q_y direction.

To eliminate the effect of silicon substrates in the microwave heating, we replaced them with microwave transparent fused silica substrates. These fused silica substrates cannot be heated by microwaves, so microwaves will work only on the MH-b-PS thin films. These MH-b-PS samples were annealed with the same microwave heating parameters for comparison and then characterized by GISAXS. As presented in Figure 6a, the as cast MH-b-PS on fused silica substrate has a similar GISAXS pattern to the as cast MH-b-PS on silicon wafer. The positions of Bragg rods in both GISAXS patterns are around -0.7 and 0.7 nm⁻¹. So the effect of different surfaces of the two kind of substrates on the self-assembly of MH-b-PS before annealing could be ignored in this comparison. After microwave heating at 328 K for 1 s, the GISAXS pattern of
the MH-b-PS thin film on fused silica substrate does not show sensitive differences in the density distribution. The GISAXS pattern does not change at 333 K for 1 s. When the microwave heating time was extended to 20 s at 333 K, we found weak secondary order scattering peaks at around \(-1.1\) and \(1.1\) nm\(^{-1}\) from the \(q_y\) scan of the GISAXS pattern in Figure 6d. The two secondary order scattering peaks enhance in Figure 6e when the microwave heating time is increased to 40 s at 333 K, but they are not as strong as the case of the MH-b-PS thin film on the silicon wafer. These results indicate that microwave energy can be absorbed by the MH-b-PS thin film and used for driving the self-assembly of MH-b-PS. However, the degree of ordering of the self-assembled MH-b-PS thin film on fused silica substrates is lower than the MH-b-PS thin film on silicon substrate. One possible explanation is that microwave-heated MH block is minor which has not enough ability to drive completely the whole MH-b-PS molecule to self-assembly. While the chain mobility of the PS matrix can be increased with the help of microwave-heated silicon substrate. MH-b-PS can self-assemble easier on silicon substrates than on fused silica substrates during microwave heating. It has been demonstrated above that the MH-b-PS cannot self-assemble with only conventional heating. So we think that the heating effect on both the MH-b-PS thin film and the silicon substrate is critical for achieving ultra-fast self-assembly of the MH-b-PS by microwave heating.

It is important to get insight on how the MH-b-PS thin film absorbs microwave energy. There are at least three components in the MH-b-PS thin films: MH-b-PS, residual solvent and moisture. The two segments of the MH-b-PS, polystyrene and maltoheptaose, have different dielectric properties. Polystyrene is a nonpolar molecule since it has a symmetrical structure. So it is transparent to microwaves. But the maltoheptaose in the present study is obtained from a saturated sugar \(\beta\)-cyclodextrin which has a high dielectric constant\(^{34}\). As shown in Figure 1, there
are 7 units of glucose with 22 polar oxygen-hydrogen bonds in the maltoheptaose. These hydroxyl groups are in an asymmetric geometry, so maltoheptaose is overall highly polar. The hydroxyl groups in saccharides like maltoheptaose could create a high shear environment by attempting to continuously reorient in the electromagnetic radiation’s oscillating field, which is similar to the behavior of the water dipole. Dependent on the frequency, the dipole may move in time with the field, lag behind it or remain apparently unaffected\textsuperscript{35}. When the dipole lags behind the field then interactions between the dipole and the field lead to an energy loss by heating, the extent of which is dependent on the phase difference of these fields. The dipole-dipole interactions could also exist in the maltoheptaose domains during microwave heating and contribute to the self-assembly of MH-b-PS. In addition, hydrogen bonds and hydroxyl-water interactions also play a significant role in high sugar, maltodextrin, starch hydrolysate, and lactose-like disaccharide-based food formulations\textsuperscript{36}. Since microwaves act only on the MH segment, the heat produced in the MH domain transfers to the PS segments as microwave heating time is extended. The MH segment is a minority component of the MH-b-PS, so it is difficult for MH-b-PS to have enough chain mobility to achieve well-ordered self-assembly without the heating of silicon substrates.

Residual solvent and moisture inside the MH-b-PS thin films could be heated together with the MH-b-PS by microwaves during the annealing process. Although both of them could be removed after reaching a specific temperature, they may contribute to an increase in the temperature of MH-b-PS thin films and influence the self-assembly of MH-b-PS before their removal. The solvent used for fabricating MH-b-PS thin films is anisole. Because anisole is a nonpolar solvent and does not absorb energy from microwaves, the effect of the residual anisole inside MH-b-PS thin films is negligible. On the contrary, depending on the hydrophilic property and relative
humidity of the surrounding environment, saccharide polymers, like maltoheptaose, usually contain several percent moisture which can be heated by microwaves. In order to estimate the amount of moisture inside MH-b-PS thin films and investigate physical and chemical processes of the MH-b-PS as the temperature increases, we performed thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Usually, the moisture content of a material is eliminated when the temperature goes up to 373 K. As shown in the TGA curves (see Figure 4b), the weight of the MH-b-PS decreases just 1% from room temperature to 373 K. This TGA curve stays flat up to 473 K, which proves that there is only a very small amount of moisture (about 1.5 wt %) inside the MH-b-PS. Since the PS segment of the MH-b-PS is hydrophobic, the moisture could only adhere to the hydrophilic segment of the MH-b-PS (the MH segment). This assumption is proved from the TGA curve of the MH. As compared to the TGA curve of MH-b-PS, the TGA curve of MH shows the same characteristic from room temperature to 473 K. This means that the moisture lost from the MH-b-PS is originally involved in the MH segment as the temperature is elevated from room temperature to 473 K. It should be noted that this small amount of moisture inside the MH segment is not fully eliminated at the annealing temperatures (328 K, 333 K and 338 K). Some moisture (less than 1%) is still trapped inside the MH segment until 373K. We think the moisture as a dielectric material could contribute to an increase in the temperature of the MH-b-PS during the annealing process, but it does not play a main role in driving the self-assembly of the MH-b-PS due to its very small amount.

3. Conclusion

It is demonstrated here that microwave energy can be absorbed directly by thin films of the carbohydrate-based BCP material MH-b-PS and then drives the MH-b-PS self-assembly in a few seconds without need of any solvents. Perpendicularly orientated cylinder-forming MH-b-PS
nanopatterns with 7 nm feature size and long-range ordering across the whole thin film were obtained in one second at 333 K using this microwave heating method. The rotation of the MH dipole under microwave irradiation is the main reason for achieving ultra-fast self-assembly of the MH-b-PS. The small amount of moisture inside the MH-b-PS is also helpful for the effective microwave heating of MH-b-PS. In addition, the silicon substrate is indispensable in the microwave heating induced self-assembly of the MH-b-PS, because it can help enhance the flexibility of the PS chain of the MH-b-PS. In total, the microwave heating method is much more efficient than both conventional heating and solvent vapor annealing in driving the microphase separation of MH-b-PS. It is expected that this microwave heating method can be applied to other carbohydrate-based materials, morphologies, and directed self-assembly strategies and would be useful in microelectronic industries.

4. Experimental Section

Thin film preparation: The Si wafers (p-type, B-doped, orientation=100 ± 0.5 °, ρ=1-50 Ω cm) were purchased from Siltronix and then diced into approximately 1.0 cm × 0.5 cm pieces. In order to avoid the effect of difference in the resistance of silicon substrates, all the silicon substrates used are from the same piece of silicon wafer. The silicon pieces were degreased in an ultrasonic bath of acetone for 20 min, rinsed in ethanol, and then dried by a nitrogen stream. A radio-frequency oxygen plasma (ION3 KHZ plasma system, PVA TePla) treatment at 0.77 torr, 41.3 cc/min, 40 W of power for 10 min was performed to render hydrophilic surfaces for the silicon substrates. Preparation of MH-b-PS thin films was performed immediately after the plasma treatment for the silicon substrates. The fused silica substrates were ordered from Edmund optics. The MH-b-PS thin films on fused silica substrates were fabricated using the same parameters as the MH-b-PS thin films on Si wafers.
Anisole (purity > 99%) was acquired from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. The diblock copolymer MH-b-PS was weighed and dissolved in anisole at room temperature by stirring overnight. The concentration of the MH-b-PS solutions is 20 mg/ml unless otherwise specified. A volume of 40 µl of the MH-b-PS solution was dropped onto a plasma-treated silicon substrate and spin coated (spin coater model: SPS Spin 150) at 2000 RPM for 1 min under ambient conditions at room temperature. The film thickness is around 40 nm. The spin-coated MH-b-PS films were transferred for microwave heating after drying in air.

‘Microwave cooking’: A commercial microwave synthesizer (Initiator 2.5, Biotage) was used as a microwave heating source for the annealing process. The Biotage reactor measures the temperature of the samples by an infrared sensor (accuracy: 5 K) at the bottom of the microwave cavity. Since the vials used in our experiments are transparent for microwaves, the temperature detected by the infrared sensor is coming from the sample. The measurement of the temperature is an in-situ measurement. The MH-b-PS sample was put into a reaction vial and then heated with 2.45 GHz microwave energy to reach the target temperature. The target temperature was kept for a given annealing time with the help of the temperature feedback-control system of the microwave synthesizer. The vial was then cooled down to 318 K with air flow. The whole heating and cooling process took approximately one minute, which depends on the target temperature. The output microwave power, the temperature of the vial and the pressure inside of the vial were recorded by the microwave synthesizer.

Atomic force microscopy measurements: Phase images were collected by an atomic force microscope (Agilent 5500, Agilent Technologies) in tapping mode. Silicon cantilevers were purchased from Budget Sensors with a resonant frequency of 150 kHz and a force constant of 7.4 N/m.
Grazing-incidence small-angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS): GISAXS measurements were performed on the CRG-BM02 beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble. GISAXS experiments used photo energies of 11 and 16 keV. The samples were positioned on a 6 circle-goniometer, allowing an accurate alignment of the patterned area with respect to the incident beam direction. The GISAXS patterns were recorded after 10 s irradiation on a XPAD 2D pixel detector placed at a distance of 1880 mm from the sample. The intense incident and reflected beams were stopped by a 2 mm wide Ta strip. A photomultiplier with a removable kapton foil was placed in front of the beam stop chamber to adjust sample position and measure rough reflectivity curves to check the Si critical angle. The incident angle was chosen between the critical angles of the polymer (0.13°) and the Si substrate (0.18°). With the incident beam propagating along the x direction, the GISAXS images were recorded in the (q_y, q_z) plane where q_y and q_z are the components of the scattering vector, related to the in-plane angle 2θ and out-plane angle α. The in situ GISAXS measurement was performed with a DHS 900 hot stage and TCU 150 temperature control unit. All the GISAXS patterns in the study were normalized to the incident beam intensity monitored by a front photomultiplier.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC): TGA was conducted on a thermogravimetric analyzer (Setaram Instruments) using a ramp rate of 283 K per minute up to 773 K under nitrogen gas. DSC experiments were performed on a Q200 (TA instruments) under a nitrogen purge and at a heating rate of 293 K per minute. Data are reported on the second heat.
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